Consigned by Fair Meadow Farm, Altamont, IL

BRIGADUNE
(Illinois Eligible)

CHESTNUT COLT; Foaled May 28, 2010; Brand 6HB72

By DUNESIDE PERCH p,2,1:50.2 ($160,325) by Cam’s Card Shark p,3,1:50.35; 15 wins. At 2, 17 (3-6-6) with seasonal earnings of $54,279 and winner MDSS Final at Rosecroft; second in 2 MDSS and MSRF at Rosecroft, MDSF at Ocean Downs and Debutante S. at Harrington; third in MDSS (leg and Final) and MDSF at Rosecroft and Debutante S. (leg at Harrington; Final at Dover Downs). At 2, race timed 1:56.3f. At 3, winner 5 races with seasonal earnings of $46,222 and winner MDSS at Rosecroft, MSRF at Ocean Downs (in track record Stakes record for 3YO fillies) and 2 Opens at Rosecroft; second in MDSS (Final and 3 legs) and Open at Rosecroft; third in 4 Opens at Rosecroft and race timed 1:54.1f. Dam of 5 of racing age, including a 2- and 3-year-old, 2 raced. Dam of:

PLAYUSA/HAPPYTUNE p,2,0:1.1h; 3,1:55.4f; 4,1:53.4f (m, Tune Town) ($188,045). 23 wins. At 2, race timed 1:57f. At 3, third in DSFB (elim.) at Dover Downs. At 3, race timed 1:54.3h. At 5, multiple winner FM Jr. Open; second in 2 FM Jr. Opens at Harrington and race timed 1:54.2h. Racing and a multiple winner in '11.

Mack Again (m, Armbro Mackintosh) ($2,192). At 2, second in Big Ten S. at Taylorville and NICA S. at Lewistown; third in NICA S. at Knoxville and race timed 2:01.3h.

Johnson Place (h, Park Place). Now 3.

Miss Northwestern (m, Western Hero). Now 2.

BELIEVABLE by Bret Hanover p,4,T1:53.3. Half-sister to JUDGE p,3,1:58.4 ($200,944), GREAT MANN p,3,1:57.3, etc. Dam of 10 living foals including:

CHOSEN p,2,0:0.2; 3,1:55.4 (g, Nero) ($45,314).

TOU-FANN p,3,0:0.4f; 4,1:56.2 (g, Towner’s Big Guy) ($20,150).

Justablo p,3,0:0.21f (m, Radiant Ruler) ($3,270).

Trini p,3,0:0.24h (m, Andrel).

Teea (m, Nero). Dam of SURDEAREST p,1:56.3f ($19,630).

Southern Christi (m, Nero). Dam of SOUTHERN TRAP p,4,1:58.3f ($25,702).

ENGAGEMENTS

Illinois Conceived & Foaled - Downstate Classic - Super Sale